


agreed new contract, we at the BMA can help with this…” Unfortunately, Dr  could not continue with 
our interviewer as it was approaching 4.30pm and clearly time for him to go home and have his tea, just like 
everyone else. 

Around lunchtime, earlier that day, Dr  dressed in a Champneys bath robe at her plush £34million 
London offices, said, “The RCGP will continue its well-placed role in promoting quality care. To this end, we 
are asking all outdated GPs qualified over five years to transfer all of their cases, particularly any complex 
ones, to their newly qualified colleagues, who will have recently attained the much coveted and quality 
assuring MRCGP qualification.” 

She continued, “We would be the first to admit that GPs have not always been comfortable with the 
government’s agenda on customer service in the NHS, nevertheless we firmly believe all GPs should now 
embrace this and give their customers, or healthcare consumers if you will, whatever they want, rather than 
what they, as simple clinicians, think their clients will need. Sick notes, antibiotic prescriptions, unlimited 
referrals to hospital, and detailed letters for housing, school and parachute jumping should therefore all be 
issued on demand now.” 

“According to the government, or even simple google searches, everyone rightly believes ‘GPs are ideally 
placed’ to fix all problems in society, however, it is clear that many family doctors are less than 
knowledgeable about the gambling addiction or financial problems that people face, and even less 
knowledgeable when it comes to so-called silver splitters, struggling families or child abuse.” Sipping a small 
glass of champagne, Dr  continued, “We should end GPs’ stubborn reliance on published studies in 
reputable journals, NICE pathways and peer-reviewed guidance, and instead get them to focus on clear 
messages coming from such rich sources as media soundbites, interviews with politicians and TV medic 
personalities like Drs Jones, Jarvis and Jessen.” 

“Turning our heads now towards not just improving quality, but also proving quality,” said Dr  “We will 
be petitioning the government to introduce, from next year, more resilient aspects to the well-proven and 
widely accepted process of Revalidation, in order to reduce the significant risk of the typical but wayward GP 
being successfully but inadvertently revalidated. Searching questions such as ‘How many patients have you 
intentionally killed this month?’ or ‘How many controlled drugs do you inject yourself with (per week)?’ 
should help to protect the public from being harmed by what many people mistakenly believe to be trusted 
professionals.” 

Both chairs agreed that, “Together, these tough new measures should ensure that General Practice remains 
a sound career choice for any aspiring young doctor and not only will this initiative help to restore public 
faith in what people think we GPs do, but will also help to keep our political careers in safe hands.” 

Responding to these announcements, a Department of Health spokesman said, “We cautiously welcome the 
news that GPs’ work will now accurately reflect public perception and expectation, however, the 
Department may well have to re-evaluate the key messages it has been delivering around GPs and their 
working practices and the subsequent impact such messages may have.” 

Meanwhile, many grassroots GPs have reportedly been seen laughing, all the way to the bank. 




